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Gap Junction Expression Is Required for Normal Chemical
Synapse Formation
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Electrical and chemical synapses provide two distinct modes of direct communication between neurons, and the embryonic development
of the two is typically not simultaneous. Instead, in both vertebrates and invertebrates, gap junction-based electrical synapses arise before
chemical synaptogenesis, and the early circuits composed of gap junction-based electrical synapses resemble those produced later by
chemical synapses. This developmental sequence from electrical to chemical synapses has led to the hypothesis that, in developing
neuronal circuits, electrical junctions are necessary forerunners of chemical synapses. Up to now, it has been difficult to test this
hypothesis directly, but we can identify individual neurons in the leech nervous system from before the time when synapses are first
forming, so we could test the hypothesis. Using RNA interference, we transiently reduced gap junction expression in individual identified
neurons during the 2– 4 d when chemical synapses normally form. We found that the expected chemical synapses failed to form on
schedule, and they were still missing months later when the nervous system was fully mature. We conclude that the formation of gap
junctions between leech neurons is a necessary step in the formation of chemical synaptic junctions, confirming the predicted relation
between electrical synapses and chemical synaptogenesis.

Introduction
Neurons communicate with one another at electrical synapses, in
which gap junction protein complexes allow ions and small bi-
omolecules to pass between cells. Although electrical synapses
were first characterized 50 years ago (Furshpan and Potter, 1959;
Bennett et al., 1963), most synaptic research has focused on
chemical synapses. There is, however, a growing appreciation
that electrical synapses play important roles in mature neuronal
circuits (Drapeau et al., 1995; Roerig and Feller, 2000), as well as
in developmental processes such as neuronal differentiation
(Bani-Yaghoub et al., 1999a,b), radial migration (Elias et al.,
2007), and apoptosis (de Rivero Vaccari et al., 2007).

Electrical synapses may also shape the formation of chemical
synapses in neuronal circuits. In many species [e.g., the optic
lamina of Daphnia (Lopresti et al., 1974), rat cortex (Connors et
al., 1983; Lo Turco and Kriegstein, 1991; Peinado et al., 1993),
and ferret retina (Penn et al., 1994)], neurons form transient
electrical synapses just before the appearance of chemical syn-
apses. Similarly, axons regenerating in culture form electrical
synapses before establishing appropriate chemical synapses
(O’Lague et al., 1978; Szabo et al., 2004). In addition, observa-
tions in electrical synapse knockdown experiments have sug-
gested a role in chemical synapse development. Connexin36
knock-out mice lack chemical synapses in their olfactory bulbs

(Maher et al., 2009). In Drosophila, mutations in either of two gap
junction genes produced impaired electrical and chemical syn-
apses in the visual system, and transgenic expression of electrical
synapses during development rescued chemical synaptic trans-
mission in adults with these mutations (Curtin et al., 2002). Fur-
thermore, studies of the neuromuscular junction revealed gross
developmental dependence between electrical and chemical syn-
apses (Chang et al., 1999; Personius et al., 2001, 2007). These
correlations strongly suggest that transient electrical synapses are
necessary in either the formation of chemical synapses (Fischbach,
1972; Szabo et al., 2004) or their activity-dependent refinement
(Kandler and Katz, 1995), but the difficulty of modifying the devel-
opment of individual identified neurons in vivo has been an obstacle
to a direct and specific test of these hypotheses. However, in embryos
of the medicinal leech, Hirudo verbana [previously grouped with
Hirudo medicinalis (Siddall et al., 2007)], we can follow the develop-
ment of many individually identified neurons from their initial neu-
rite outgrowth to their incorporation into mature functional neural
circuits (Stent et al., 1992). We used these robust and experimentally
tractable embryos to ask whether gap junctions are necessary for
chemical synaptogenesis. Even in embryos (Fig. 1A,B), the somata
of the neurons in H. verbana ganglia are large (10–15 �m in diam-
eter) (Marin-Burgin et al., 2005), they are in stereotyped positions
(Dietzel and Gottmann, 1988; Marin-Burgin et al., 2005), and for
chronic experiments, the ganglia are easily accessible through the
body wall (Fig. 1C). In addition, the behavioral function of many
leech neurons is known (Kristan et al., 2005), as is the developmental
timeline of neuronal connectivity (Marin-Burgin et al., 2005) (Fig. 1D).

At least 12 different innexins (i.e., invertebrate gap-junction
protein monomers) have been identified in Hirudo sp. (Dykes
and Macagno, 2006), but Hm–inx1 is the only innexin that is
expressed in all central neurons (Dykes et al., 2004). To test
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whether gap-junction-based electrical
connections are a necessary part of chem-
ical synapse formation, we developed in
vivo, single-cell RNA interference (RNAi)
that transiently decreases the functional
expression of Hm–inx1 early in synapto-
genesis and observed the results of the
manipulation at the molecular, cellular,
synaptic, and behavioral levels.

Materials and Methods
Animals
Adult medicinal leeches (Hirudo sp.) were pur-
chased from a commercial supplier (Leeches
USA or Carolina Biological Supply) and main-
tained in a breeding colony in our laboratory.
Embryos were released from their cocoons no
earlier than 9 d after egg deposition and were
then held at 20 –24°C in “embryo water,” that
is, sterile-filtered Arrowhead spring water (Ar-
rowhead Water) with 32 �mol of MgCl2 and 40
�mol of CaCl2 added per liter.

Staging
We determined the embryonic stage of each
embryo using external morphological features
that run from 0% (egg deposition) to 100% of
embryonic development (ED) (Reynolds et al.,
1998). Development proceeds at �3% ED per
day at 20°C. All experiments were performed in
ganglia from the midbody of the animal (seg-
ments 7–15) to minimize the effects of the an-
teroposterior gradient of development in the
leech; ganglia in this region differ by no more
than 1% ED (Reynolds et al., 1998).

Generating double-stranded RNA
We identified potential targets within the Hm–inx1 gene using an online
algorithm provided by Ambion. Multiple, 21-base sequences were cho-
sen and were individually generated by in vitro transcription with a Si-
lencer siRNA Construction kit (Ambion). We usually injected a mix of
two sequences targeting the Hm–inx1 mRNA (5�-AATAACTACAG-
CATGGAGAGG-3� and 5�-AAGAGATCCGGAGTCAATATG-3�). A
scrambled-control sequence (each nucleotide in the same abundance as
in the first of the two sequences but arranged in a random order that is
not homologous to any known gene) was also made (5�-AATCGA-
GAAGAGCTAAACTGG-3�). The concentrations of the resulting
double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) were measured with a spectrophotom-
eter, and the samples were held frozen at �20°C.

Neuronal injections
Adult. We dissected single midbody ganglia from adult leeches in normal
leech saline (Muller et al., 1981) and pinned them in dishes coated with
Sylgard (Dow Corning) to allow access to either the dorsal or the ventral
neurons. Injections were performed on an Axioskop 2 (Carl Zeiss)
equipped with both transmitted light and fluorescence optics. dsRNA
fragments were diluted to 10 –15 �M in 1.5% Alexa Fluor 488 dextran
(10,000 molecular weight; Invitrogen) in sterile water and then wicked
into sharp microelectrodes that had resistances of 60 – 80 M� if filled
with 3 M potassium acetate (KAc). Target cells were identified and im-
paled under transmitted light. The dsRNA/Alexa Fluor mixture was pres-
sure ejected (100 psi for 100 –200 ms) using at �1 Hz using a Picospritzer
II (General Valve Corp.) and monitored using fluorescence optics. Be-
cause it was difficult to determine directly the volume injected into target
neurons, we used an alternate criterion. Fluorescence images were ob-
tained during the filling process using an AxioCam Hrc (Carl Zeiss) and
AxioVision software (Carl Zeiss) set at standardized acquisition settings.
As soon as the average somatic pixel intensity exceeded 80% maximum
value, the injection was stopped. These ganglia were maintained in sterile

L-15 culture medium until needed for assays. The same method was used
for injections of scrambled control RNA and of Alexa Fluor 488 dextran
vehicle controls.

Intact embryo, ventral neurons. We anesthetized embryos (50–60% ED)
in diluted ethanol (8% EtOH in normal leech saline) and immobilized them
ventral side up, held in place by two latex straps in a Sylgard trough. We
visualized the nerve cord and ganglia with a dissection microscope and used
a sharpened tungsten pin to make a small hole in the body wall above a target
ganglion. Viewing through a compound microscope, we injected one of the
solutions described above, using electrodes whose resistances were 80–100
M� when electrodes were filled with 3 M KAc. We then moved the injected
embryos to a new 60 mm Petri dish containing 50% normal leech saline and
50% embryo water, where they healed and continued developing. After 2–3
hours, embryos were transferred into normal embryo water.

Determining number of dye-coupled neurons
We impaled, filled, and processed identified neurons as described previ-
ously (Marin-Burgin et al., 2005). Briefly, embryos were anesthetized,
and targeted ganglia were exposed as described above. A combination of
2% (w/v) Neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories) and 2.5% (10,000 molecu-
lar weight) dextran Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) dissolved in deionized
water was injected into cells using 500 ms pulses of 0.5–3 nA current.
Filling was followed by visualizing the Alexa Fluor 488. The markers were
allowed to diffuse for 1 h, and then we fixed the embryos in 2% parafor-
maldehyde in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, for 2 h at room temperature. We
then washed the embryos with PBS, permeabilized them with 0.3% Tri-
ton X-100 in PBS (PBX), and incubated them overnight in cyanine
3–streptavidin conjugate at 2 �g/ml in PBX (Jackson ImmunoResearch).
The embryos were serially dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in methyl sa-
licylate, and mounted in Gurr DePeX mounting medium (Electron Mi-
croscopy Sciences). We used standardized acquisition settings to obtain
fluorescence confocal Z-stack images of the preparations (Bio-Rad), and
the stacks were then processed using NIH ImageJ (http://rsbweb.
nih.gov/ij/) to determine the average � SD pixel intensity of the gan-
glion. We created a look-up table that displayed pixels with intensities

Figure 1. Hirudo verbana anatomy and timeline of synaptic development. A, Anatomy of a leech embryo at �50% of embry-
onic development (50% ED), the stage at which we injected dsRNA into neurons. The germinal plate develops on top of a yolk-filled
sac; the embryo grows toward the posterior and expands left and right until it encircles the yolk sac. B, Leech embryo at �50% ED,
the stage depicted in A. The nerve cord is visible on the midline through the transparent body wall of the animal. This embryo is�6
mm long. C, The ventral surface of a segmental ganglion, viewed through a small incision in the body wall. Somata of �200
neurons are visible in this ganglion. Scale bar, 50 �m. D, Timeline for development of electrical and chemical synapses in Hirudo
(modified from Marin-Burgin et al., 2005). Neurons lack processes before �40% ED, and the leech becomes a juvenile at 100% ED.
One day equals �3% ED at room temperature (Reynolds et al., 1998).
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that exceeded 1 SD above the mean intensity and then examined each
Z-stack, using the 1 SD threshold to identify coupled neurons.

In situ hybridization
To reveal Hm–inx1 mRNA, we used an in situ hybridization protocol as
described by Dykes et al. (2004).

Electrophysiology
Adults. Adult ganglia were transferred from L-15 culture medium to cold,
normal leech saline (Muller et al., 1981). We recorded on the stage of a
compound microscope equipped with both transmitted light and fluo-
rescence optics using sharp microelectrodes with resistances of 40 – 60
M� when filled with 3 M KAc. Intracellular signals were recorded with an
Axoclamp-2A amplifier (Molecular Devices) operating in current-clamp
mode. We stimulated and acquired data with a personal computer-based
system using pClamp 9.0 software (Molecular Devices).

Embryos. We obtained electrophysiological recordings from embry-
onic neurons in a similar manner; only the differences will be noted.
Under a dissection microscope, we placed the embryo on a Sylgard-
coated glass slide, opened the body wall with a dorsal incision, and loosely
pinned the body wall open to expose the dorsal surface of the ventral
nerve cord. The embryo was moved to the compound scope and ob-
served under fluorescence optics, which revealed Alexa Fluor 488 in the
neuron that had been treated. The body anterior and posterior to the

region around the target ganglion was removed,
leaving six segments intact in the middle. Inci-
sions were made over the target ganglion and
over a control ganglion two segments away. Us-
ing a sharpened tungsten pin, the blood sinus was
removed over each of these ganglia, and the body
wall was pinned tightly all around. To further
prevent motion artifacts, incisions were made at
regular intervals in the body wall to sever longi-
tudinal and oblique muscles. We recorded from
neuronal somata using sharp microelectrodes
that had resistances of 50–80 M� when filled
with 3 M KAc. Embryonic neurons were ex-
tremely sensitive to osmotic changes, so we filled
our electrodes with a solution of 120 mM potas-
sium gluconate, which is nearly iso-osmotic with
the external medium; their resistance was 200–
600 M�. To prevent phototoxic damage, cells
were illuminated very briefly during recordings.

Chemical EPSP amplitude. We measured the
EPSP amplitude for chemical synapses by pass-
ing a current pulse into the presynaptic neuron
(P cell) while recording from the postsynaptic
neuron (AP cell). Because the AP neuron fires
tonically at its resting membrane potential,
EPSPs were more easily measured by silencing
the AP with a 0.5 nA hyperpolarizing current
injection. This current brought the membrane
potential to �60 to �70 mV. EPSP amplitude
in the AP neuron depends on its resting mem-
brane potential attributable to an inward recti-
fying K � current (Wessel et al., 1999), but over
this range the difference between EPSPs at rest
and at �70 mV is �0.5 mV.

Electrical coupling strength. We measured the
strength of an electrical synapse by passing
multiple different current steps into one cell
and recording the voltage responses in the cou-
pled cell. These current steps were passed alter-
nately into both cells of the pair. To compute
the coupling strength, we divided the voltage
response in the coupled cell by the stimulus
current, using a custom program written in
MATLAB; the slope of this line varies with the
strength of coupling between the two cells. This
quantity is often called the “transfer” or “mu-

tual resistance” (Bennett, 1966) but we prefer to use the more intuitive
term “coupling strength,” and we report our results in units of millivolts
postsynaptic per nanoampere presynaptic rather than in megaohms.

Behavioral assay
Video recording. Local bend behavior was elicited and video recorded
using previously described methods (Baca et al., 2005). Briefly, we re-
corded the image of isolated body-wall preparations through a Wild
dissection microscope using a C-Mounted Hitachi KP-M1 monochrome
CCD camera (Image Labs International). The images were captured at 10
Hz for 15 s using a Data Translation frame grabber card (DT3155) con-
trolled with the MATLAB (MathWorks) Image Acquisition Toolbox on a
personal computer. On a separate computer, pulses from Axograph 4.9
software (Molecular Devices) synchronized video acquisition with the
stimulus controller.

Body-wall stimulus. The leech was opened using a longitudinal ventro-
lateral incision made on the side opposite the pressure-sensitive mech-
anosensory neuron (P cell) of interest; P cells project ipsilaterally
(Nicholls and Baylor, 1968). Most of the body was discarded, except for
five segments centered on the target ganglion. We then denervated the
two anterior and two posterior segments. To avoid stimulating the noci-
ceptive sensory receptors in the segment being recorded, we pinned the
body wall only in the denervated anterior and posterior ends. In these

Figure 2. RNA interference decreased Hm–inx1 mRNA and coupling strength. A, In situ hybridization using full-length Hm–
inx1 probe and an adult leech ganglion produced dark staining (left) in all neurons, including untreated Retzius cells (white
arrows), indicating high levels of Hm–inx1 mRNA in all neurons. mRNA levels decreased 48 h after dsRNA was injected into only one
Retzius cell (red arrow), whereas the second, uninjected neuron stained darkly (white arrow). B, Uninjected adult Retzius cells (in
ganglia in which the second Retzius cell received an injection of dsRNA) and those in untreated ganglia stained more darkly than
Retzius cells injected with Hm–inx1 dsRNA 48 h before staining (n �8 untreated, 4 uninjected, and 4 RNAi treated; error bars show
SEM; *p � 0.05, ***p � 0.001). C, Current and voltage traces of Retzius-to-Retzius electrical coupling. Half-second steps of
hyperpolarizing current were passed into one Retzius cell (top of C), and a voltage deflection was recorded in the other Retzius cell
(bottom of C). Green indicates an uninjected Retzius cell, purple a Retzius cell injected with scrambled dsRNA, and pale yellow a
Retzius injected with dsRNA targeting Hm–inx1. Coupling strength was the slope of the line fitted to a plot of voltage change in the
second cell as a function of the amount of current passed into the first cell. D, Coupling strength in neurons was lower than normal
at 24 and 48 h after dsRNA injection, and it returned to normal values by 120 h after the treatment. (24 h, n � 10 uninjected, 6
scramble injected, and 10 RNAi treated; 48 h, n � 22 uninjected, 12 scramble injected, and 20 RNAi treated; 120 h, n � 7
uninjected, 7 scramble injected, and 6 RNAi; Error bars show SEM; **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001). Color code is the same as in C.
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preparations, we stimulated the receptive fields
of either a Pd (P cell with a dorsal receptive
field) or the ipsilateral Pv (P cell with a ventral
receptive field) using five different stimulus
force strengths, repeated three times in ran-
dom order, with 3 min between trials to avoid
habituation or sensitization. The force applied
was quantified using a lab balance (Sartorius
1212 MP) placed under the preparation.

Contraction analysis. As described previ-
ously (Baca et al., 2005), we tracked the body-
wall motion by computing optic flow estimates
between successive image frames. We used the
frame with the largest contraction during the
local bend behavior to determine the maximal
body-wall excursion within the targeted re-
ceptive field. Longitudinal body-wall motion
within the three annuli anterior to the stimulus
and at locations distributed circumferentially
around the entire segment was then computed.
(Each body segment consists of five rings called
annuli.) This procedure yields a body-wall
bend profile that displays the time integral of
contraction distributed continuously around
the body wall. We used these data to calculate
the maximum and mean contraction within
each quadrant of the leech.

Statistical analysis
ANOVA and t tests were used to evaluate sta-
tistical significance. Bonferroni’s adjustments
were made for multiple comparisons using In-
Stat software. All error bars show the SEM.

Results
Injecting dsRNA into a single adult
neuron decreased the level of mRNA
coding for Hm–inx1
To test whether RNAi could decrease cel-
lular levels of innexin-1 mRNA, we used
dsRNA that was 21 bp long and synthe-
sized from chosen sequences within the
Hm–inx1 gene. We used adult leeches and injected these dsRNAs
into one of the pair of Retzius (Rz) neurons found in each mid-
body ganglion along the ventral nerve. After injection, the isolated
ganglia were held in organ culture for several days. Normally, the two
Rz cells within a ganglion are very strongly electrically coupled to
each other (Hagiwara and Morita, 1962), and this electrical connec-
tion is echoed by the results of in situ hybridization using an Hm–
inx1 probe in control ganglia (Fig. 2A). In contrast, 2 d after dsRNA
was injected into one of a pair of Rz cells, the staining intensity of the
treated Rz cell was �25% of the intensity in its untreated partner
(Fig. 2A,B).

dsRNA treatment disrupted electrical synapse function
After injecting one of the paired Rz cells with dsRNA or a scram-
bled RNA and holding the ganglion in organ culture for 1–5 d, we
used sharp microelectrodes to simultaneously impale both Rz
cells in the ganglion. We applied a series of hyperpolarizing cur-
rent steps to each neuron while recording the voltage deflection
in the other (Fig. 2C). In untreated ganglia and in ganglia into
which we injected a scrambled RNA, we recorded in the follower
cell an average response of 5.4 � 0.6 mV/nA (untreated) and
5.2 � 0.8 mV/nA (scrambled) of current injected into the driven
cell, regardless of which cell of the pair was driven. The electrical
synapse between Rz cells is nonrectifying (Hagiwara and Morita,

1962), i.e., current flows between the cells equally well in either
direction. After dsRNA treatment, this signal decreased signifi-
cantly, to 3.0 � 0.8 mV/nA at 24 h and 2.9 � 0.2 mV/nA at 48 h
after the treatment (Fig. 2C), regardless of which Rz cell was
driven, and the coupling returned to normal values by 120 h after
treatment. In addition, the input resistance measured in dsRNA-
treated Rz cells was significantly higher than in controls, which is
consistent with the loss of conductance channels in the mem-
brane (11.2 � 0.5 and 12.4 � 0.7 M� in uninjected and scramble
injected controls, 17.1 � 1.5 M� in treated cells, p � 0.4)

Injecting the same constructs into Rz cells in embryos at 60%
ED reduced the electrical coupling between Rz cells by 	80% in
48 h compared with untreated neurons in the same embryos (Fig.
3A,B). We tested the efficacy of several dsRNA sequences target-
ing different portions of the Hm–inx1 mRNA and discovered
that, as expected, not all dsRNAs performed equally well. Two
sequences, dsRNA A (targeting the 5� region) and dsRNA B (tar-
geting the middle region) both yielded a significant decrease in
coupling strength compared with uninjected and scrambled
dsRNA-injected controls. dsRNA C had no effect. In the rest of
our experiments, we combined dsRNA A and B in all injections,
which we will call inx1– dsRNA.

A second measure of electrical synapse function is how readily
the gap junctions pass small molecules. To test the ganglion-wide
effect of decreasing Hm–inx1 in P cells, we injected inx1-dsRNA

Figure 3. dsRNA targeting Hm–inx1 decreased function in embryonic electrical synapses. A, Current and voltage traces of
embryonic Retzius-to-Retzius electrical coupling. One nanoampere of hyperpolarizing current was passed into one Retzius cell for
0.5 s, and a voltage deflection was recorded in the other Retzius cell. Green indicates an uninjected Retzius cell, purple a Retzius cell
injected with scrambled dsRNA, and pale yellow a Retzius injected with active dsRNA. Injections were made at 60% ED, and the
recordings were performed 48 h later, at 66% ED. B, Different dsRNA sequences produced different effects on electrical coupling.
Sequences arbitrarily called dsRNAi A and dsRNAi B significantly decreased electrical coupling strength 48 h after treatment
(numbers within each bar in B and C indicate the number of preparations of each type; ANOVA, *p � 0.05, ***p � 0.001;
significance is compared with both uninjected and scramble-injected preparations). C, In each ganglion, a single mechanosensory
P cell (red arrows) was injected with Neurobiotin; dark cells are neurons dye coupled to the Neurobiotin-injected P cell. The left
image shows an untreated P cell; the right image shows cells dye coupled to the P cell 48 h after it was treated with inx1– dsRNA.
The number of cells dye coupled to the P cell was significantly lower than control values for inx1– dsRNA-treated cells assayed 48 h
after treatment (ANOVA, p � 0.001).
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into one pressure-sensitive mechanosensory neuron (a P cell) in
embryos at 65% ED, when electrical connections are well formed
(Fig. 1D). We incubated the embryos for 48 h and then filled the
treated cells with Neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories), a small
molecule that passes through gap junctions between embryonic
leech neurons (Fan et al., 2005; Marin-Burgin et al., 2006). After
processing with fluorescently labeled streptavidin, we counted
the number of neurons dye coupled to the treated neuron and
found that the number was significantly reduced from control
values (Fig. 3C). We concluded that intracellular injection of
inx1– dsRNA reduced electrical synapses formed among leech
neurons, as assayed by in situ hybridization, electrical coupling,
and mobility of the small molecule Neurobiotin.

Weakening electrical synapses disrupted chemical
synapse function
Previous work determined that Hm–inx1 mRNA is expressed in
the nervous system beginning at �48% ED (Dykes and Macagno,

2006), and electrical synapses can be detected electrophysiologi-
cally within 1 d, at �51% ED (Marin-Burgin et al., 2005). In
contrast, there is no indication of chemical synapses in embry-
onic ganglia until at least 2 d later, at �55% ED (Marin-Burgin et
al., 2005). To ask whether knocking down Hm–inx1 expression
would affect chemical synaptogenesis, we used P cells because
activating them elicits local bending (Thomson and Kristan,
2006), a leech behavior produced by a well characterized neuro-
nal circuit (Kristan et al., 2005). Sensory input into the circuit
comes primarily from the four mechanosensory P cells in each
ganglion; each P cell is responsible for transducing pressure sen-
sory information from a quadrant of the body wall within the
segment in which the ganglion is located (Nicholls and Baylor,
1968; Lewis and Kristan, 1998c). When Neurobiotin is injected
into an adult P cell, 12 other neurons within the same ganglion
are labeled, and one of them is the contralateral AP cell, a motor-
like neuron of unknown function. In adult Hirudo [as well as in

Figure 4. Blocking electrical synapses in embryos perturbed chemical synaptogenesis. A,
EPSPs in an AP cell in response to single spikes in a P cell within the same ganglion; the P cell
spike occurred at the time marked by the gray bar on the AP recordings. AP cells were held
hyperpolarized to silence their tonic firing. Each recording shown is from a single trial. Colors in
the diagram are matched to the bars in B and C. B, EPSP amplitudes recorded in AP cells in
response to P cell action potentials. When a P cell was treated with dsRNA before the onset of
chemical synaptogenesis, it produced much smaller EPSPs in AP cells both 1 week after treat-
ment (70% ED) and 3–5 weeks after treatment (juvenile stage) (ANOVA, *p � 0.05, **p �
0.01, ***p � 0.001). C, Probability of AP cell spikes in response to a spike in a P cell. Untreated,
sham-treated, and scrambled dsRNA-injected P cells elicited a time-locked action potential in
the AP cell �80% of the time. Treating the P cell with dsRNA greatly reduced the incidence of
time-locked action potentials in AP cells both at 70% ED and in the juvenile stage (ANOVA,
**p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001). Numbers within each bar in B and C indicate the number of
preparations of each type.

Figure 5. The electrical synapse between the P and AP cells returned to normal after RNAi. A,
Strength of the electrical synapse and dye coupling between the P cell and the AP cell in un-
treated ganglia. In black, the coupling strength between P and AP was strong early in develop-
ment and waned but persisted at a lower level into adulthood. In gray, the number of neurons
that were dye coupled to P cells increased to a steady state at the juvenile stage. B, The number
of neurons dye coupled to P cells injected with dsRNA returned to normal by 70% ED, i.e., 1 week
after treatment, and persisted in juveniles. Green bars indicate the number of somata dye
coupled to uninjected P cells, red to sham-injected P cells (injected with the vehicle Alexa Fluor
488), and pale yellow to P cells injected with inx1– dsRNA. C, Electrical coupling strength be-
tween the P cell and the AP cell returned to the normal range 1 week after treatment and
persisted into the juvenile stage. Green bars indicate the coupling strength from an uninjected
P cell to the AP cell, red indicates sham-injected P cells (injected with the vehicle containing
Alexa Fluor 488), purple indicates scrambled dsRNA-injected P cells, and pale yellow indicates P
cells injected with inx1– dsRNA.
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another leech species (Zhang et al.,
1995)], the two neurons (P and AP) are
connected by a robust monosynaptic ex-
citatory chemical synapse made by the P
cell onto the AP (Wessel et al., 1999), as
well as by a weak electrical connection.
We have found that, early in develop-
ment, the coupling between these two
neurons is completely electrical (data not
shown).

We injected inx1– dsRNA into a single
embryonic P cell at 48 –50% ED, a time
when innexin-based electrical synapses
are initially forming and chemical synapses
are not yet present (Fig. 1D) (Marin-Burgin
et al., 2005). After the injection, we al-
lowed the embryos to heal and to continue
developing normally. One week later, at
70% ED, we simultaneously impaled P
and AP cells with sharp microelectrodes
to evaluate chemical synapses between the
treated P cell and the contralateral AP cell
(Fig. 4A) in the same ganglion. In control
animals, the P cell had formed a strong
chemical synapse onto the AP cell: action
potentials in the P cell evoked robust EPSPs
(7.1 � 1.1 mV) in AP cells that had been
hyperpolarized to silence tonic firing. In
contrast, after inx1– dsRNA treatment of
a P cell, action potentials in the P cell elic-
ited in the AP cell EPSPs that were typi-
cally �1 mV (Fig. 4A,B). As a second
measure of the strength of the P-to-AP
synapse, we stimulated the P cell to pro-
duce single spikes and determined the
percentage of trials in which these spikes
elicited time-locked spikes in AP cells. In
control (untreated, sham treated, and
scramble dsRNA treated) ganglia, a spike
in a P cell elicited a time-locked spike in
the AP cell �80% of the time, whereas
after RNAi, P cell spikes elicited a signifi-
cantly lower percentage of AP action po-
tentials (45% lower) when compared with
uninjected ganglia (Fig. 4C).

We knew from data presented in Fig-
ure 2C that injecting dsRNA had a tran-
sient effect that lasted no longer than 5 d
in adult ganglia. To determine whether
injecting dsRNA into neurons at 48% ED
merely delayed the onset of chemical syn-
aptogenesis, so chemical synapses would
eventually develop after the electrical con-
nections were reestablished, we injected
dsRNA into P cells at 48% ED and then tested the strength of their
synaptic connections onto AP cells when the leeches became ju-
veniles, from 21 to 35 d after the injection. After this long period,
the amplitude of EPSPs in AP cells remained small (Fig. 4B), and
the percentage of P cell spikes that elicited a spike in the AP cell
was low (Fig. 4C). We conclude that the severe weakening of the
chemical synaptic connections produced by knocking down
Hm–inx1 during electrical synaptogenesis was maintained long
after embryogenesis was complete.

We were concerned that the dsRNA-treated P cells might have
induced a change in the input resistance of the postsynaptic AP
cell. A significant change would have affected the inherent excit-
ability of the AP cell producing the appearance of decreased syn-
aptic strength. However, the input resistance of an AP cell in
dsRNA-treated ganglia was not significantly different from con-
trols when results were assayed in either 70% ED embryos or
juvenile animals ( p � 0.34 – 0.7 for 70% ED and p � 0.2– 0.4 for
juveniles). To address the excitability of the postsynaptic AP cells,

Figure 6. Stimulating dsRNA-treated P cells failed to elicit a behavioral response. A, Seven-segment-long piece of body wall in
which only the segment containing the treated P cell remained innervated (area between the dashed lines). We applied a tactile
stimulus within the receptive field of the Pd (dorsal, yellow oval) or Pv (ventral, white oval). B, Maximal longitudinal contraction
after a stimulus in the receptive field of a Pd neuron. Using an optic flow algorithm (Baca et al., 2005), digital movies of contractions
were converted to color-coded vector maps. Stimuli occurred at the asterisks; red indicates motion downward toward the point of
touch, and blue indicates motion upward toward the touch. In both uninjected and scramble-injected controls, longitudinal
movement is centered on the asterisk, indicating that the longitudinal contraction was focused on the stimulus. Colored rectangles
below each image indicate the quadrant of the body wall innervated by each P cell: Pd indicates a dorsal quadrant, and Pv indicates
a ventral quadrant on each side. C, Longitudinal displacement in body-wall preparations after three different treatments: unin-
jected (green line), Pd injected with scrambled dsRNA (purple line), and Pd injected with inx1– dsRNA (pale yellow line). Ampli-
tudes of movements within the region of interest (ROI), normalized to the anteroposterior dimension of an annulus, were
integrated to yield a local bend profile (Baca et al., 2005). D, Maximum displacement of the body-wall region of interest within the
stimulated dorsal quadrant (contraction strength) as force increased (ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post hoc analysis, *p � 0.05,
***p � 0.001). E, Ventral local bends in response to stimulating the receptive field of a Pv. Colors (which indicate how the
ipsilateral Pd in the ganglion was treated) are the same as in D; yellow bars show results of ventral stimulation in segments in which
a Pd cell was injected with im1– dsRNA (ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post hoc analysis, *p � 0.05, ***p � 0.001).
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we compared the spontaneous firing rates of the AP cells in
dsRNA-treated ganglia and control ganglia. The rates did not
differ between the two types of cells ( p � 0.43), so we conclude
that the innate excitability of the postsynaptic AP cell is unaf-
fected by treating a presynaptic P cell with dsRNA.

The diminished chemical synaptic strength could have been
caused by a persistent decrease in the electrical connections. To
test for this possibility, we first measured electrical connections in
untreated animals. At the beginning of chemical synaptogenesis,
P cells were electrically coupled to AP cells (Fig. 5A) through a
connection with a coupling strength of �1.5–2.5 mV/nA, which
gradually waned over 1 or 2 d to a lower value (�0.5 mV/nA) that
persisted into adulthood (Fig. 5A). During the same period, the
number of cells that were dye coupled to the P cell increased. To
determine whether electrical synapses were formed after the ef-
fects of inx1– dsRNA injection waned, we injected inx1– dsRNA
into P cells at 48 –50% ED and assayed for dye coupling and
coupling strength at 70% ED and at juvenile stages (21–35 d after
injection). At all stages tested, the number of cells dye coupled to
inx1– dsRNA-treated P cells was not significantly different from
controls (Fig. 5B). The location of leech neurons is somewhat
variable so we could not determine with certainty whether every
dye-coupled cell was identical with the cells that were dye coupled
in control ganglia, but the patterns were very similar. In addition,
the electrical coupling strength between treated P cells and AP
cells was not significantly different from control values both at
70% ED and in juveniles (Fig. 5C). Thus, by these two measures,
electrical coupling had returned to normal as the effect of the
dsRNA waned, yet chemical synaptic connections remained sig-
nificantly diminished (Fig. 4).

Effect of disrupted chemical synaptogenesis on normal
behavior
Treating individual P cells with dsRNA reduced their chemical
synaptic connections onto AP cells, but the role the AP cells play
in generating or modulation leech behavior remains unknown.
To assay the effect of this change in P cell synapses, we turned to
the local bending response. Local bending is a segmental behavior
(i.e., each segmental ganglion contains the full complement of
identified neurons required to produce local bending in the home
segment of the ganglion) that can be elicited by stimulating a
single P cell (Lewis and Kristan, 1998b; Thomson and Kristan,
2006). Applying moderate pressure to the body wall stimulates
one or two of the four P cells in a ganglion (depending on the
location of the touch), which activates a single functional layer of
interneurons that, in turn, activate appropriate motor neurons.
In local bending, longitudinal muscles around the site of the
touch contract while contralateral longitudinal muscles relax,
bending the segment away from the touch. Local bending can be
readily generated in a reduced (body wall) preparation consisting
of a single ganglion connected to part or all of the body wall in
that single segment. The piece of body wall can be used to stim-
ulate the P cells mechanically and simultaneously to record the
contractions of the muscles (Lockery and Kristan, 1991; Baca et
al., 2005). In embryos at 50% ED, we injected inx1– dsRNA into a
P cell (Pd) that innervates a dorsal quadrant of the body wall and
then allowed the embryos to develop into juveniles. We made a
body-wall preparation from the segment containing the treated
Pd cell and applied mechanical stimuli of different intensities to
the middle of its receptive field. As a control, we used an un-
treated P cell that innervated an adjacent, ventral quadrant (Pv)
in the same segment (Fig. 6A). We used a digital video camera to
record the body-wall movements made in response to the stimuli,

and then we used optic flow analysis to quantify longitudinal
contractions (Zoccolan and Torre, 2002; Baca et al., 2005; Thomson
and Kristan, 2006) (Fig. 6B,C). In control animals, we observed
that stimuli in the receptive fields of either Pd or Pv caused the
expected longitudinal contractions, and, as reported previously
(Baca et al., 2005; Baca et al., 2008), stronger stimuli elicited
stronger contractions (Fig. 6D,E). However, when we stimulated
in the receptive field of the Pd cell that had been treated with
inx1– dsRNA, we rarely observed local bending, and the contrac-
tions that did occur in this region were small and failed to in-
crease with increasing stimulus intensities (Fig. 6D). In these
animals, responses in the receptive field of the (untreated) Pv cell
with a receptive field adjacent to the receptive field of the treated
Pd cell elicited local bending that was indistinguishable from
control animals (Fig. 6E).

There are two possible explanations for the lack of local bend-
ing response after inx1– dsRNA treatment: chemical synaptic
transmission from the treated P cell onto local bend interneurons
remained greatly reduced at this advanced development stage, or
the sensory P cell was no longer effectively receiving and trans-
ducing stimulus information from the periphery. To test whether
inx1– dsRNA-treated P cells reacted normally to sensory input,
we used “hole-in-the-wall” preparations (Baca et al., 2008).
Briefly, we produced the same kind of body-wall preparation
shown in Figure 6A, except that we dissected away part of the
body wall to expose the ganglion in the innervated segment (Fig.

Figure 7. Treated P cells received and encoded sensory input normally. A, The hole-in-the-
wall preparation showing the one functionally innervated segment in a five-segment section of
leech body wall. An incision was made along the dorsal midline, the piece of body wall was
pinned flat, and the hole over the ganglion was enlarged and held open by pins. The receptive
fields of the two Pd cells are indicated (red boxes). B, Intracellular recordings from Pd cells in
response to a brief (�500 ms) 30 mN stimulus in the receptive fields of the cell. “Contra” refers
to the untreated Pd cell located on the side of the ganglion opposite to the inx1– dsRNA-treated
Pd cell. C, Number of spikes in a 500 ms time window after stimulation; the number of spikes
elicited in an inx1– dsRNA-treated Pd cell was indistinguishable from controls. Color code as in
Figures 4 and 5.
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7A). In these preparations, much of the ventral skin and all of the
dorsal skin remains functionally innervated, and the number and
frequency of spikes elicited in a P cell by mechanical force de-
pends on the magnitude of the force, the location of the stimulus
within the receptive field of the cell in the body wall, and the
duration of the stimulus (Lewis and Kristan, 1998a). We re-
corded the number of spikes generated in Pd cells in response to
brief, 30 mN pokes with a calibrated tungsten wire applied at the
center of the receptive field of the cell (Fig. 7B). In addition to
uninjected and sham-injected controls, this preparation pro-
vided an in-ganglion control: we recorded the response of the
untreated contralateral Pd cell to the same stimulus applied in its
own receptive field. Responses in Pd cells that were treated with
dsRNA at 50% ED were indistinguishable from responses in un-
injected, sham-injected, or contralateral P-cell controls (Fig. 7C).
The experiments illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 show that the
entire chemical synaptic output of the P cell (AP cells are not part
of the local bending circuitry), but not its sensory input, was
permanently reduced as a result of a brief, transient reduction in
its electrical synapses during synaptogenesis.

Discussion
Our results indicate that electrical synapses must be established
by a leech mechanosensory neuron while it is forming chemical
synapses or it fails to make the chemical connections necessary
for normal local bending behavior. Even weeks after the effect of
RNAi had subsided and electrical coupling returned to normal,
transmission through this behavioral circuit remained abnormal.

To reduce the expression of Hm–inx1 in early leech embryos,
we used RNA interference, a technique that was invented in the
1990s for studying plants (Flavell, 1994) and fungi (Romano and
Macino, 1992) and later refined for use in animal models (Fire et
al., 1998). These early uses of RNA to block posttranslational gene
expression were revolutionary in extending our understanding of
the regulatory role of RNA within cells. The early application of
this technology, however, required transforming or applying the
knockdown to the whole organism. The refinement of molecular
genetic techniques in recent years, using temperature-dependent
expression of the RNAi phenotype and promoter-driven expres-
sion of active RNAi components, has greatly improved temporal
and cellular specificity (Fortier and Belote, 2000; Brummelkamp
et al., 2002; Napoli et al., 2009).

We have taken RNAi specificity a step farther by directly in-
jecting dsRNA into a single, identified neuron that we can follow
through development and into maturity. This method takes ad-
vantage of the well characterized behavioral circuitry and devel-
opment of individual leech neurons and combines it with the
targeted gene knockdown provided by RNA interference to tran-
siently decrease the function of electrical synapses. It provides
precise temporal control of gene expression at the single-cell level
and allowed us to determine how expression of a single gap junc-
tion protein in a single cell at a particular phase during embryo-
genesis modified adult behavior.

Our finding that electrical synapses must be present in a neu-
ron while it is forming chemical synapses or it fails to make those
synapses confirms and strengthens a widely held hypothesis, but
it in turn triggers questions regarding the mechanism: what are
electrical synapses doing that allow chemical synapses to form
between appropriate neurons? Perhaps gap junctions play an “ac-
tive” role, e.g., transmission of some message or signal (either
electrical or chemical) through the pore of the junction. Electrical
synapses are notable for their ability to pass electrical activity
rapidly and with high fidelity and for their conductance to ions

and small molecules. Coordinated electrical activity has long
been correlated with the formation and refinement of chemical
synapses (Cohen-Cory, 2002). Even if direct current passage
from one neuron to another through electrical synapses is not
important, electrical synapses have been shown to modulate neu-
ronal excitability within entire circuits (Rela and Szczupak,
2004). In addition to electrical activity, many ions and small mol-
ecules can pass through the pore formed at gap junctions. If
electrical activity alone is not the synaptogenic factor, the role of
gap junctions in directing or permitting chemical synaptogenesis
might depend on passage of a chemical signal. Ions such as cal-
cium and calcium-releasing second messengers such as IP3 pass
through gap junctions (Kumar and Gilula, 1996). These chemical
species have been implicated as second messengers and synaptic
transcriptional activators and could play a role in forming func-
tional synapses.

Alternatively, there may be a physical—rather than a func-
tional— explanation for the importance of electrical synapses.
For instance, the adhesive quality of two hemichannels on appos-
ing cells is required for neuronal migration after neural differen-
tiation in mouse cortex (Elias et al., 2007). This observation
suggests that electrical synapses might facilitate chemical synap-
togenesis simply by holding two neurons in close enough prox-
imity to allow other synaptogenic processes to proceed.

Distinguishing among the possible mechanisms will require
additional experiments, but the unusually tractable nature of the
developing leech nervous system, and the consequent ability to
control expression of innexins one neuron at a time, will permit
additional dissection of the relationship between gap junctions/
electrical synapses and chemical synaptogenesis. We expect addi-
tional work to elucidate developmental mechanisms found in a
wide variety of species.
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